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BY PETER CRAWLEY
Communicated by R. S. Pierce, April 18, 1962 In a recent article 2 Beaumont and Pierce considered the problem of determining those abelian groups which have proper isomorphic subgroups. For primary groups they obtained the following: if the cardinality of a reduced primary abelian group G is either K o or greater than 2^°, then G has a proper isomorphic subgroup. The question remained whether or not this result holds for all infinite reduced primary groups. Here we answer this question by showing that there exists an infinite primary abelian group without elements of infinite height which has no proper isomorphic subgroups.
Throughout this note the usual terminology and notation 8 is employed with possibly the following exception : if x is an element of a group then [x] denotes the cyclic subgroup generated by x. The cardinality of a set M is denoted by \M\.
Let p be a fixed but arbitrary prime. For each k= 1, 2, 3, • • • let Ck= [gk] be a cyclic group of order p k generated by the element gk. Let C be the torsion subgroup of the complete direct sum of the groups Ci (fe = l, 2, • • • ). The elements x in C are then countable sequences X = \%1, X2y ' * * ; Xky * * * )
where XkÇzCk and the orders of the Xk s are uniformly bounded; the element x k is called the &th component of x. Also C is a closed p-group in that every Cauchy sequence in C has a limit. 4 Set hk -p k~~l gk, and define the elements bk and c k (k= 1, 2, • • • ) by form a Cauchy sequence and hence have a limit in C; this limit we denote by x°\ Furthermore, if a has the property, that for WÖ integers u and v is it true that Sk = wc* for all k *zv, then cr is called distinguished.
We now observe the following: if <r= {si y $2, 53, • • • } is distinguished, then there exists a set T 9 of elements of order p such that j TV| = 2^° and such that for every pair of distinct elements x t yÇ. T 9% But this limit is x« / = x««, whence ƒ(#«) =:x£ a EG. Since c -a£«£G it follows that cGG, a contradiction. Therefore ay cannot be distinguished. We conclude that every isomorphic mapping of G into itself is an automorphism, and the proof is complete.
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